By the light of the Silvery Moon

By the \([C]\)light of the Silvery \([D7]\)Moon
I want to \([G7]\)spoon.
To my honey I'll \([C]\)croon \([C\#dim]\)love's \([G7]\)tune.
Honey \([C]\)moon, keep a shining in \([F]\)Ju-[\(A7\)]-u-[\(Dm\)]-une.
Your \([A7]\)sil\([Dm]\)very \([C]\)beams will \([D7]\)bring love \([C]\)dreams.
We'll be \([Am]\)cuddling \([E7]\)soo\([A7]\)-oon
\([D7]\) By the \([C]\)sil\([G7]\)very \([C]\)moon.

By the \([C]\)light

\textit{Not the \([C\#dim]\)dark, but the \([C]\)light,}

Of the Silvery \([D7]\)Moon

\textit{Not the \([Ddim]\)sun, but the \([D7]\)moon}
I want to \([G7]\)spoon.

\textit{Not a \([C\#dim]\)knife, but a \([G7]\)spoon}
To my honey I'll \([C]\)croon \([C\#dim]\)love's \([G7]\)tune.
Honey \([C]\)moon,
Keep a-shining in \([F]\)Ju-[\(A7\)]-u-[\(Dm\)]-une.
Your \([A7]\)sil\([Dm]\)very \([C]\)beams will \([D7]\)bring love \([C]\)dreams.
We'll be \([Am]\)cuddling \([E7]\)soo\([A7]\)-oon
\([D7]\) By the \([C]\)sil\([G7]\)very \([C]\)moon.